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Where to start?
Build a seed collection of classics and 

newer first volumes to test the waters in
your community. Make sure to include titles

from the wide range of what’s available.
Award winners and literary volumes should
mix with popular choices like superheroes 
to meet readers’ demands. A memoir will 
appeal to the book club crowd, while the 
latest manga thriller will draw in a whole

other audience. 

Robin Brenner is the Reference and Teen Librarian at the
Brookline Public Library in Brookline, MA. She is the author
of the Eisner-nominated Understanding Manga and Anime
from Libraries Unlimited, and the editor-in-chief of 

No Flying No Tights, the graphic novel review site
www.noflyingnotights.com

Graphic novels have become an engaging alternative for readers seeking 
different kinds of storytelling, but given the stereotypes that still cling to

the medium and the increasing number of titles available every month, main-
taining a collection is a daunting task. 

Remember to check what you already have!
Most libraries collected graphic novels before 
the format was recognized as a separate type.

Whether you reclassify older titles to fit 
into your graphic novel collection or simply 

highlight them by pulling them out for a 
display, remember to investigate what 

classic titles you already have.

In collecting graphic novels and
comics, remember that variations
are included under the graphic
novel umbrella: bound volumes 
of comics, novel-length original
works, and Japanese manga series
are all graphic novels for a library’s
purposes. Collections of previously
published sequential stories include
everything from Marjane Satrapi’s
Persepolis to the latest Batman col-
lection. Original longer works, like
Jessica Abel’s La Perdida or Charles
Burns’ Black Hole, strengthen any
collection and improve diversity.
Japanese manga, defined as print

comics from Japan, broaden the
audience for any graphic novel 
collection, particularly drawing 
in young and female readers. 

The key is that all of these tell 
stories through sequential art: a
narrative of images and words
across the page. Any kind of story
can and has been told in this for-
mat, from compelling biographies
and memoirs to meticulous histori-
cal dramas to speculative fantasy.
Graphic novels are written with
every kind of audience in mind,
from a ten-year-old fantasy fan to

a forty-year old true-crime junkie.
The challenge becomes figuring out
which stories will work for your
local collection, and anticipating
what your patrons expect next. 

Always keep in mind the kind of
graphic novel collection you want
to build—is this collection for a
public library, school library, or a
special collection? Will it be aimed
at kids, teenagers, or adults? Do you
want to start with classics or get the
hot new titles and then fill in retro-
spectively, as buzz for the format
builds and you can get feedback? 

There are how many volumes?
Graphic novels are serials, and you will need to
purchase multiple volumes to get the complete

story. Western comics traditionally tell complete
story arcs in one volume, like TV series run stand
alone episodes. In Japanese manga, every volume
expands on the story in progess. There are far
fewer entry points for new readers. For the se-
ries your readers are desperate to finish, you
will need to commit to completing the series.

Comics for everyone!
If you are in a public library 

especially, you should have collections 
for each of the standard age ranges: 

children, teens, and adults. Think about
who each title appeals to the most. 

Separating out graphic novel collections
among the age ranges gently reminds users

that there are comics for all these age
ranges, and that not every superhero title

is appropriate for an eight-year-old. 

Continued. . .on page 25
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YA & UP:
SUPERHEROES

Jeph Loeb
BATMAN: The Long Halloween
The Dark Knight must discover the
identity of a mysterious killer who 
murders his prey only on holidays.
978-1-5638-9469-5
$19.99/$22.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Jeph Loeb
BATMAN: Hush
In this story of murder, mystery and 
romance, Batman sets out to discover
the identity of the mysterious character
wreaking havoc in his life by using his
enemies and allies as pawns.
VOL 01 | 978-1-4012-0060-2
$12.99/$14.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 
VOL 02 | 978-1-4012-0092-3
$12.99/$14.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up

Frank Miller
BATMAN: Year One
Retracing Batman’s first attempts to
fight injustice as a costumed vigilante,
we watch as he chooses his guise and
helps to bring down a corrupt political
system that infests Gotham.
978-1-4012-0752-6
$14.99/$16.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Frank Miller
BATMAN: 
The Dark Knight Returns
Ten years after Batman has retired,
Gotham City has sunk deeper into law-
lessness. Now as his city needs him most,
the Dark Knight returns in a blaze of glory.
978-1-5638-9342-1
$14.99/$16.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Frank Miller
BATMAN: 
The Dark Knight Strikes Again
Bruce Wayne has been keeping his eye
on the world above from his underworld
civilization. As that false Camelot reaches
its breaking point, it’s up to the Dark
Knight to emerge from the shadows
and return order to chaos once again.
978-1-5638-9929-4
$19.99/$22.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Frank Miller, Jim Lee
ALL-STAR BATMAN & ROBIN,
THE BOY WONDER (VOLUME 1)
One of the most talked-about Batman
stories ever—conceived by modern master
Frank Miller and artists extraordinaire
Jim Lee and Scott Williams.
978-1-4012-1681-8
$24.99/$27.99C | DC Comics | HC | Ages 14 & Up

Grant Morrison
BATMAN: R.I.P. 
(DELUXE 
HARDCOVER)
978-1-4012-2090-7
$24.99/$27.99C | DC Comics | HC | Ages 14 & Up

Various
BATMAN: 
The Greatest Stories 
Ever Told
A collection of some of the
Dark Knight’s finest adventures!
978-1-4012-0444-0
$19.99/$26.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

DC U NIVERSE
Marv Wolfman
CRISIS ON INFINITE EARTHS 
A mysterious being has begun a crusade
across time to bring about the end of 
all existence. As alternate Earths are
systematically destroyed, a team of
super-heroes from across time and space
is assembled to stop the destruction.
978-1-4012-0712-0
$99.00/$120.00C | DC Comics | HC | Ages 14 & Up 
978-1-5638-9750-4
$29.99/$40.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Brad Meltzer
IDENTITY CRISIS
When the spouse of a JLA member is
brutally murdered, the entire super-
hero community searches for the killer,
fearing their own loved ones may be
the next targets.
978-1-4012-0688-8
$24.99/$33.99C | DC Comics | HC | Ages 14 & Up 
978-1-4012-0458-7
$14.99/$17.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Geoff Johns and Phil Jimenez
INFINITE CRISIS 
A critical moment has divided Earth’s
three greatest heroes: Superman, 
Batman and Wonder Woman. It’s the
DCU’s darkest day, and long-lost heroes
from the past have returned to make
things right in the universe. A sequel
to Crisis on Infinite Earths. 
978-1-4012-1060-1
$14.99/$17.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Paul Dini
COUNTDOWN TO FINAL 
CRISIS (VOLUMES 1-4)
The incredible tale starring Jimmy Olsen,
Mary Marvel, Donna Troy and all the
major characters of the DC Universe!
VOL 01 | 978-1-4012-1789-1
$19.99/$22.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

YA & UP: Superheroes

Batman ® ™ & © 2008 DC Comics. All Rights Reserved
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Geoff Johns
GREEN LANTERN: No Fear
Hal Jordan is back from the dead—now
watch as he re-establishes his life as a
pilot. Standing in his way, though, is
one of the deadly Manhunter androids
followed by the Shark.
978-1-4012-0466-2
$24.99/$33.99C | DC Comics | HC | Ages 14 & Up 
978-1-4012-1058-8
$12.99/$14.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Geoff Johns
GREEN LANTERN: Rebirth
Former test pilot Hal Jordan takes back
the mantle as Earth’s Green Lantern,
the most revered member of a corps of
intergalactic police that protects the
universe armed with power rings that
can create anything its bearer imagines.
978-1-4012-0465-5
$14.99/$17.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Geoff Johns
GREEN LANTERN: 
Sinestro Corps War
(VOLUME 1)
Hal Jordan has overcome great fear
throughout his life, but what fear still
lingers inside him? Parallax knows, and
Hal’s about to be reminded.
978-1-4012-1650-4
$24.99/$27.99C | DC Comics | HC | Ages 14 & Up 
978-1-4012-1870-6
$14.99/$16.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Dennis O’Neil
GREEN LANTERN/GREEN
ARROW COLLECTION
(VOLUME 1)
978-1-4012-0224-8
$14.99/$17.99C | DC Comics | TR
Ages 14 & Up 

Mark Waid
SUPERMAN:

Birthright—The Origin of 
the Man of Steel
The entire modern-day retelling of 
Superman—from his early days in 
Smallville with Lana Lang and Lex Luthor,
to his first meeting with Lois Lane.
978-1-4012-0252-1
$19.99/$22.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Grant Morrison, Frank Quitely
ALL STAR SUPERMAN 
Writer Grant Morrison and artist
Frank Quitely redefine the Man of
Steel for a new generation in this 
Eisner Award-winning story.
VOL 01 | 978-1-4012-1102-8
$12.99/$14.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 
VOL 02 | 978-1-4012-1837-9
$19.99/$22.99C | DC Comics | HC | Ages 14 & Up 

Jeph Loeb
SUPERMAN FOR ALL 
SEASONS
Similar to the premise of the Smallville
television series, this hardcover book
takes a look at the life of a young 
Clark Kent as he begins to develop
strange powers.
978-1-5638-9529-6
$17.99/$23.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Brian Azzarello
SUPERMAN: For Tomorrow
(VOLUME 1)
A cataclysmic event has struck the
Earth. Millions of people have vanished
without a trace. No one is left unaf-
fected—not even Superman!
978-1-4012-0351-1
$24.99/$33.99C | DC Comics | HC | Ages 14 & Up 
978-1-4012-0352-8
$14.99/$17.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Dan Jurgens
SUPERMAN: Death and 
Return of Superman Omnibus
For the first time, the historic story of
the death and return of Superman is
collected in one massive, 784-page
hardcover volume.

978-1-4012-1550-7
$75.00/$92.00C | DC Comics | HC | Ages 14 & Up

YA & UP: Superheroes

Green Lantern, Superman ® ™ & © 2008 DC Comics. All Rights Reserved



Allan Heinberg
WONDER WOMAN: 
Who is Wonder Woman?
The Amazon warrior Diana has gone
missing, leaving Donna Troy to take up
the mantle of Wonder Woman!
978-1-4012-1233-9
$19.99/$23.99C | DC Comics | HC | Ages 14 & Up
978-1-4012-1234-6
$14.99/$16.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up

George Perez
WONDER WOMAN: 
God and Mortals
Before she has a chance to fully 
assimilate into her new home, Wonder
Woman must battle the chaos of the
Greek god Ares, as he plans to bring
upon World War III!
978-1-4012-0197-5
$19.99/$26.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Jodi Picoult
WONDER WOMAN: 
Love and Murder
Best-selling author Jodi Picoult (My 
Sister’s Keeper), takes Wonder Woman 
on a collision course with the Amazons.
978-1-4012-1487-6  
$19.99/$23.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Greg Rucka
WONDER WOMAN: 
Down to Earth
When Diana writes a book that shares
her beliefs, it ignites a firestorm of con-
troversy—and even gets the attention 
of the Olympian Gods!
978-1-4012-0226-2
$14.99/$19.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

Greg Rucka
WONDER WOMAN:   
The Hiketeia
Finding herself caught in a battle with
Batman, Wonder Woman must choose 
between breaking a sacred oath and 
turning her back on justice.
978-1-5638-9914-0
$17.95/$27.95C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 14 & Up 

YA & UP: Superheroes
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A stunning new collection of prose fiction inspired by the fantastic world
of manga–and featuring artwork by the best in the business. Contains 
illustrated stories, columns, interviews, and bonus features.

FAUST EDITORS

Faust Editors
FAUST 1
978-0-345-50206-3
$16.95/$23.95C | Del Rey | TR | Ages 16 & Up 

Faust Editors
FAUST 2
978-0-345-50357-2
$16.95/$23.95C | Del Rey | TR 
Ages 16 & Up | June 2009

Wonder Woman ® ™ & © 2008 DC Comics. All Rights Reserved 
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YA & UP: GENERAL
GRAPHIC NOVELS

Dan Abnett and Anthony Williams
THE REAL GHOSTBUSTERS
Never-before-collected strips from THE
REAL GHOSTBUSTERS comic, based
on the smash-hit cartoon!
A Hard Day’s Fright | 978-1-84576-140-0
$8.95/$10.99C | Titan | TR | Ages 10 & Up 
(see back for full ISBN list)

Terry Brooks
DARK WRAITH OF 
SHANNARA
Jair Ohmsford discovers that he can
draw on a form of magic that allows
him to transform into other living 
creatures, both human and non-
human. The magic is both powerful
and seductive, for Jair can feel himself
wanting to remain in each new form
that he tries. The dangers he faces
however, will demand that the power
be put to use.
978-0-3454-9462-7
$13.95/$15.95C | Del Rey | TR | Ages 13 & Up 

Will Eisner
FAGIN THE JEW
From graphic novel’s most prized and
honored author, a work of literature
that just happens to be told through 
illustration. An intriguing look at a
not-so-desirable character from Dickens’
classic Oliver Twist, Fagin the Jew.  
“Illustrated in the same masterly 
black-and-white style as the books 
in DC’s ‘Will Eisner Library,’ this is
strongly recommended for adults 
and teens.” 

—Library Journal

978-0-3855-1009-7
$16.95/$23.95C | Doubleday | TR | Ages 15 & Up

Will Eisner
THE SPIRIT: 
Femmes Fatale
Created by comics legend Will Eisner,
the blue-suited crimefighter known as
The Spirit starred in hundreds of news-
paper adventure stories that thrilled
readers, and Eisner’s groundbreaking
style utilized the comics format to its
greatest strengths.
978-1-4012-1973-4
$19.99/$22.99C | DC Comics | TR | Ages 15 & Up

Kazu Kibuishi
FLIGHT (VOLUMES 1 - 5)
Full-color graphic anthologies of short
stories by some of the hottest creators
in the field.
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9636-2
$19.95/$24.95C | Villard | TR | Ages 14 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Kazu Kibuishi
FLIGHT EXPLORER (VOLUME 1)
A full color anthology of graphic short
stories, designed for middle grade read-
ers, and patterned after the successful
Flight graphic novel series.
978-0-3455-0313-8
$10.00/$12.00C | Villard | TR | Ages 8-12

Joshua Hale Fialkov; Illustrated by Noel
Tuazon and Scott A. Keating
ELK’S RUN
Teen John Kohler has lived in Elk’s Ridge,
West Virginia all his life. This small,
isolated mining town seems ordinary—
except that its residents are forbidden
from ever leaving it. What does Elk’s
Ridge have to hide? And are the town’s
secrets also the Kohler family’s?
“The underpinnings of teens vs. parents
and idealism vs. ethics make the title
a good bet for classroom use. Strong
language; recommended for older teens
up in public and academic libraries.” 

—Library Journal
978-0-3454-9511-2
$19.95/$24.95C | Villard | TR | Ages 15 & Up

Dean Koontz
IN ODD WE TRUST
The graphic novel follows Odd Thomas’s
race to solve the murder of a young boy
whose killer appears to be stalking a
second child. Odd’s girlfriend, Stormy,
Police Chief Porter, the ghost of Elvis
Presley and many other characters 
from the novel appear as well.
978-0-3454-9966-0
$10.95/$12.50C | Del Rey | TR | Ages 13 & Up

Pat Mills, illustrated by Joe Colquhoun
CHARLEY’S WAR
Perhaps the most acclaimed war comic
in British history, Charley’s War is rich
in the detailed minutiae of the terror-
punctuated existence of a Tommy. 
VOL 01 | 978-1-8402-3627-9
$19.95/$22.95C | Titan | HC | Ages 16 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list)

YA & UP: General Graphic Novels
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Pat Mills
MARSHAL LAW: ORIGINS
Legendary creative team Pat Mills (Judge
Dredd) and Kevin O’Neill (The League
of Extraordinary Gentlemen) continue
the saga of ‘hero-hunter’ Marshal Law
in these two gripping novellas!
978-1-84576-943-7
$12.95/$14.95C | Titan | TR | Ages 16 & Up

David Petersen 
MOUSE GUARD
In the tradition of Brian Jacques’ Red-
wall series, this gorgeously illustrated,
full-color graphic novel tells the epic
tale of a band of heroic mice on a quest
to save their kingdom.  
“Recommended for all collections.”  

—Library Journal

978-0-3454-9686-7
$17.95/$22.00C | Villard | TR | Ages 12 & Up

YA & UP: General Graphic Novels

PERSEPOLIS: 
The Story of a Childhood
978-0-375-42230-0
$17.95/$26.95C | Pantheon | HC | Ages 16 & Up
978-0-375-71457-3
$12.95/$14.95C | Pantheon | TR

PERSEPOLIS 2: 
The Story of a Return
978-0-375-42288-5
$17.95/$25.95C | Pantheon | HC | Ages 16 & Up
978-0-375-71466-5
$12.95/$16.00C | Pantheon | TR

THE COMPLETE PERSEPOLIS
The wise, funny, and heartbreaking
memoir of growing up in Iran during
the Islamic Revolution.  A stunning 
reminder of the human cost of war and
political repression, it shows how we
carry on, through laughter and tears, 
in the face of absurdity.  
“...one of the freshest and most original
memoirs of our day.” 

—Los Angeles Times

978-0-3757-1483-2
$24.95/$29.95C | Pantheon | TR | Ages 16 & Up 

CHICKEN WITH PLUMS
The heartrending story of Marjane
Satrapi’s beloved great uncle, a cele-
brated Iranian musician who gave 
up his life for music and love. A story 
of stunning universality.
978-0-3754-2415-1
$16.95/$22.95C | Pantheon | HC | Ages 16 & Up
978-0-3757-1475-7
$12.95/$14.95C | Pantheon | TR

EMBROIDERIES
A gloriously entertaining look into 
the private lives of Iranian women.  
By turns revealing and hilarious, 
these are stories about the lengths 
to which some women will go to find 
a man, keep a man…or keep up 
appearances...This title is more adult 
interest than Satrapi’s other offerings.
978-0-3754-2305-5
$16.95/$23.95C | Pantheon | HC
978-0-3757-1467-2
$11.95/$13.50C | Pantheon | TR

MARJANE SATRAPI

Walter Simonson and Ludo Lullabi
WORLD OF WARCRAFT
A collection of graphic tales based on
the world’s most popular massively 
multiplayer videogame, written by
comics legend Walter Simonson!
978-1-4012-1836-2
$19.99/$22.99C | Wildstorm | HC | Ages 14 & Up 

Craig Thompson
GOOD-BYE, CHUNKY RICE
This first ever “graphical novel
book” by Craig Thompson won a
Harvey Award.  It documents the
once upon a time life in a fishing
village of a short turtle lad named
Chunky. Chunky like many before
him, is looking for something more
from life, and leaving his best friend,
mouse chum Dandel, behind, sets
out to sea. What is that turtle lad
searching for?
978-0-3757-1476-4
$12.95/$16.95C | Pantheon | TR          | Ages 12 & Up
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Aaron Alexovich
KIMMIE66
Telly receives a devastating suicide note
from her online best friend, Kimmie66,
but, if her friend is really dead, why is
she still all over the net?
978-1-4012-0373-3
$9.99/$11.99C | Minx | TR | Ages 13 & Up

Ross Campbell
WATER BABY
Surfer Girl Brody just got her leg bitten
off by a shark. What’s worse? Jake, her
shark of an ex-boyfriend, is back and
not budging.
978-1-4012-1147-9
$9.99/$11.99C | Minx | TR | Ages 13 & Up

Mike Carey
CONFESSIONS OF A 
BLABBERMOUTH
Tasha uses her blog as a weapon when
she suspects her mom’s new boyfriend
has a guilty secret that goes beyond 
his bad novels. 
978-1-4012-1148-6
$9.99/$11.99C | Minx | TR | Ages 13 & Up

Mike Carey
RE-GIFTERS
Dixie’s only outlet is the ancient mar-
tial art of hapkido—until she falls for a 
California surfer boy and gets thrown
spectacularly off her game.
978-1-4012-0371-9
$9.99/$11.99C | Minx | TR | Ages 13 & Up

Cecil Castellucci and Jim Rugg
THE PLAIN JANES
Is art enough to save a group of misfits,
all named Jane, from high school Hell? 
978-1-4012-1115-8
$9.99/$11.99C | Minx | TR | Ages 13 & Up

JANES IN LOVE 
All’s fair in Love and Art. Or is it?
978-1-4012-1387-9
$9.99/$11.99C | Minx | TR | Ages 13 & Up

Rebecca Donner and Inaki Miranda
BURNOUT
When Danni and her mom move in
with her mom’s alcoholic boyfriend,
Danni develops a fierce crush on Haskell,
her soon-to-be stepbrother, and learns
a thing or two about ecoterrorism.
978-1-4012-1537-8
$9.99/$11.99C | Minx | TR | Ages 13 & Up

Derek Kirk Kim and Jesse Hamm
GOOD AS LILY
Following a strange mishap on her 18th
birthday, Grace Kwon is confronted with
herself at three different periods in her
life, ages 6, 29 and 70.
978-1-4012-1381-7
$9.99/$11.99C | Minx | TR | Ages 13 & Up

Alisa Kwitney and Joelle Jones
TOKEN
Can a Jewish girl out of time and a
Spanish old soul survive culture clashes
and criminal records to find true love
in the sun-drenched miasma of South
Beach in the 1980s?
978-1-4012-1538-5
$9.99/$11.99C | Minx | TR | Ages 13 & Up

Mariko Tamaki and Steve Rolston
EMIKO SUPERSTAR
A borrowed diary, a double life and
identity issues fuel a teenager’s quest 
to find herself before she cracks and
commits social suicide
978-1-4012-1536-1
$9.99/$11.99C | Minx | TR | Ages 13 & Up

Andi Watson
CLUBBING
The crime: Getting caught with a fake
I.D. at an extravagant West End night-
club. The punishment: Spending the
summer at her Grandparent’s stuffy
country club.
978-1-40120370-2
$9.99/$11.99C | Minx | TR | Ages 13 & Up

Brian Wood and Ryan Kelly
THE NEW YORK FOUR
The ultimate insider’s guide to NYC is
seen through the eyes of Brooklyn-born
Riley. Raised by stuffy, literati parents,
Riley’s a shy, straight-A student who
convinces three other NYU brainiacs to
join a research group for fast cash.
978-1-4012-1154-7
$9.99/$11.99C | Minx | TR | Ages 13 & Up

YA & UP: General Graphic Novels
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J.R.R. Tolkien, Adapted by Charles
Dixon with Sean Deming
THE HOBBIT
Bilbo Baggins was a hobbit who wanted
to be left alone in quiet comfort. But
the wizard Gandalf came along with a
band of homeless dwarves. Soon Bilbo
was drawn into their quest, facing evil
orcs, savage wolves, giant spiders, and
worse, unknown dangers. Finally, it
was Bilbo—alone and unaided—who had
to confront the great dragon Smaug,
the terror of an entire countryside...
978-0-3454-4560-5
$17.95/NCR | Del Rey | TR | Ages 13 & Up

The Artists of OOP
OUT OF PICTURE: Art from
the Outside Looking In
Eleven wonderfully illustrated and 
distinct stories from some of the comic
world’s most gifted artists and creators.
According to the artists: “Out of picture”
is a film term we use whenever some-
thing is cut from a movie—or we say
“it’s OOPed.” We wanted to share some
of our personal ideas outside of our
film work with you—out of picture...
VOL 1 | 978-0-3454-9872-4
$19.95/$24.95C | Villard | TR | Ages 13 & Up
VOL 2 | 978-0-3454-9873-1
$26.00/$30.00C | Villard | TR | Ages 13 & Up

Various
HEROES
A collection of the amazing online
comics based on the smash-hit, Emmy
Award-nominated NBC show.
VOL 01 | 978-1-4012-1711-2
$19.99/$22.99C | Wildstorm | TR | Ages 14 & Up 
VOL 02 | 978-1-4012-1925-3
$29.99/$34.99C | Wildstorm | HC | Ages 14 & Up

Various
WALLACE AND GROMIT
The comic strip adventure from the multi-
Oscar winning Aardman Animation!
Catch of the Day | 978-1-84023-495-4
$12.95/$16.00C | Titan | HC | Ages 8 & Up
Catch of the Day | 978-1-84023-496-1
$8.95/$10.99C | Titan | TR
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Various
STAR TREK COMICS CLASSICS
These are the classic comics adventures
of Kirk, Spock and the crew of the
U.S.S. Enterprise, now collected in
graphic novel format with exclusive
new background material!
To Boldly Go | 978-1-84576-084-7
$14.95/16.95C | Titan | TR | Ages 16 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

YA & UP: MANGA
Oh!Great
AIR GEAR 
(VOLUMES 1-13)
Everybody knows that Itsuki is the most
fearsome skater around. With his high-
tech Air Gear skates, his moves are so
smooth they’re almost like flying. But
when you’re the best, someone always
wants to take you down. Action, adven-
ture, and high-stakes competition—and
that’s just the beginning!
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9278-4
Del Rey Manga | $10.95/$14.50C | TR | Ages 16 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Tadashi Kawashima; 
Illustrated by Adachitoka
ALIVE: The Final Evolution
(VOLUMES 1-9)
A strange virus is stalking the globe. It
has become a lethal pandemic in less than
a week. And it causes its victims to commit
suicide. Now a group of Tokyo teens who
have survived the epidemic are asking
themselves: Will we be next? Why did
we survive? And how will life go on?
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9746-8
Del Rey Manga | $10.95/$13.95C | TR | Ages 16 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Keiko Takemiya, Story by Ryu Mitsuse 
ANDROMEDA STORIES 
Manga pioneer Keiko Takemiya’s star-
spanning saga explores themes of man
versus machine and the inescapable grip
of destiny, concepts that would be later
employed in films such as The Matrix
and The Terminator.
Volume 01 | 978-1-9322-3484-8
$11.95/$13.95C | Vertical | TR  | Ages 16 & Up
Volume 02 | 978-1-9322-3485-5
$11.95/$13.95C | Vertical | TR | Ages 16 & Up
Volume 03 | 978-1-9342-8704-0
$11.95/$13.95C | Vertical | TR | Ages 16 & Up

YA & UP: Manga
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APOLLO’S SONG
Shogo is a troubled young man who
has no faith in love. When his misan-
thropy reaches its peak, he is cursed to
an eternity of heartbreak by a stern
pagan goddess. 
“This is a book that works on you long
after you put it down—and to think that
it looking so harmless, so ephemeral,
when you first picked it up.” 

—Newsweek

978-1-9322-3466-4
$19.95/$24.95C | Vertical | TR | Ages 16 & Up

BLACK JACK
Black Jack is recognized as Tezuka’s
third most famous work after Astro Boy
and Kimba, the White Lion. Black Jack
is a mysterious and charismatic young
genius surgeon who travels the world
performing amazing medical feats.
VOL 01 | 978-1-9342-8727-9
$16.95/$18.95C | Vertical | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

BUDDHA
Multiple Eisner and Harvey Award Winner

An 8-volume manga-biography of 
the founder of one of the world’s 
oldest religions.
VOL 01 - Kapilavastu | 978-1-9322-3456-5
$14.95/$21.00C | Vertical | TR | Ages 13 & Up 
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

DORORO 
A classic historical thriller manga 
featuring a youth who has been robbed
of 48 body parts by devils, and his epic
struggle against a host of demons to
get them back. 
VOL 01 | 978-1-9342-8716-3
$13.95/$15.95C | Vertical | TR | Ages 16 & Up
VOL 02 | 978-1-9342-8717-0
$13.95/$15.95C | Vertical | TR | Ages 16 & Up 
VOL 03 | 978-1-9342-8718-7
$13.95 $15.95C | Vertical | TR | Ages 16 & Up

MW
A secret U.S. chemical weapon called
“MW” leaks by accident and wipes out
the population of a southern Japanese
island, with horrific consequences for
Michio Yuki, one of the few survivors.
978-1-9322-3483-1
$24.95/$32.00C | Vertical | HC | Ages 16 & Up 

ODE TO KIRIHITO 
“Ode to Kirihito” is moving, tender and
engrossing. Also very, very odd.” 

—Neil Gaiman, author of The 
Sandman and Anansi Boys

978-1-9322-3464-0
$24.95/$37.95C | Vertical | TR | Ages 16 & Up 

OSAMA TEZUKA
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Kairi Fujiyama
DRAGON EYE (VOLUMES 1-9)
Leila Mikami has one mission in life:
to avenge her parents’ murder. She’s in
training at the Vaius academy to become
a great warrior, but she’s also heard
about something else that might aid her
in her quest—the Dragon Eye, a magical
artifact with mysterious powers. Then,
at school, Leila meets Issa, a poor stu-
dent who seems entirely unremarkable.
But Issa has a secret. He has hidden
superpowers, and is the holder of the
magical Dragon Eye!
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9665-2
Del Rey Manga | $10.95/$13.95C | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Kaoru Mori
EMMA (VOLUMES 1-8)
In Victorian-era England, a young girl
is rescued from a life of destitution and
raised to become a proper British maid.
VOL 01 | 978-1-4012-1132-5
$9.99/$11.99C | CMX | TR | Ages 14 & Up 
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Hiro Mashima
FAIRY TAIL (VOLUMES 1-6)
17-year-old Lucy is an attractive mage-
in-training who dreams of joining the
Fairy Tail, the most famous magicians’
guild in the world. One day she meets
Natsu, a boy raised by a Dragon who
mysteriously left him when he was
young. Natsu has devoted his life to
finding his Dragon father. When Natsu
helps Lucy out of a tricky situation, she
discovers that he is a member of the Fairy
Tail magician’s guild, and our heroes’
adventure together begins.
VOL 01 | 978-0-3455-0133-2
$10.95/$12.50C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Hiroyuki Tamakoshi
GACHA GACHA 
(VOLUMES 1-5)
Kouhei is your typical Japanese high
school student, and he’s got his first-ever
crush on his childhood friend Kurara.
But before he can express his feelings,
Kurara heads off to Hawaii for summer
vacation. When she returns, she seems
like a totally different person…and
that’s because she is! While she was
away, she somehow developed an alter-
nate personality: Arisa! 
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-8621-9
$10.95/$15.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 16 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Kio Shimoku
GENSHIKEN: 
The Society for the Study of
Modern Visual Culture
(VOLUMES 1-9)
Welcome to the world of the Genshiken,
home of the true otaku—the Japanese
term for ubergeek. This is the story of a
group of friends who are all members
of the most hardcore anime and manga
fan club in all of Tokyo—and the girls
who love them.
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-8169-6
$10.95/$15.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 16 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Kaoru Kurimoto 
THE GUIN SAGA MANGA: 
The Seven Magi
In this 3-volume series, King Guin, 
an amnesiac leopard-masked warrior, 
battles a plague made manifest and
controlled by hostile magic before 
confronting the most powerful mangus
of them all. 
VOL 01 | 978-1-9322-3480-0
$12.95/$17.95C | Vertical | TR | Ages 16 & Up 
VOL 02 | 978-1-9342-8707-1
$12.95/$14.95C | Vertical | TR | Ages 16 & Up 
VOL 03 | 978-1-9342-8708-8
$12.95/$14.95C | Vertical | TR | Ages 16 & Up 

Masatsugu Iwase
GUNDAM SEED: Mobile Suit
Gundam (VOLUMES 1-5)
Official licensed manga tie-in to the
Gundam SEED animated TV series fea-
turing giant fighting robots and a future
war in space, produced in conjunction with
Kodansha and Bandai Entertainment.
Gundam is one of the most popular
Japanese franchises in America.
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-7045-4
$10.95/$15.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Koge-Donbo
KAMICHAMA KARIN CHU
(VOLUMES 1-5)
Karin’s your loveable girl-next-door
type—if the girl next door also happened
to be a goddess! Karin’s magic ring
gives her the power to do anything she’d
like. What she’d like most, though, is
to live happily ever after with Kazune,
the boy of her dreams. Magic brought
Kazune to her, but it also has a way of
complicating things...
VOL 01 | 978-0-3455-0403-6
$10.95/$12.50C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

YA & UP: Manga
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Hirofumi Sugimoto; 
Written by Surt Lim
KASUMI
The story of a cheerful, optimistic, 16-
year-old girl, who, upon moving into a
strange, new town, receives the power of
invisibility from a tree god. Kasumi soon
learns that she is not alone: there are others
like her in her school with unique powers
who were also blessed by the tree god. To-
 gether with her newfound friends, Kasumi
will seek to use her powers for good.
VOL 01 | 978-0-3455-0354-1
Del Rey Manga | $10.95/$12.50C | TR | Ages 13 & Up
VOL 02 | 978-0-3455-0359-6
Del Rey Manga | $10.95/$12.50C | TR | March 2009

Natsumi Ando and Miyuki Kobayashi
KITCHEN PRINCESS: 
(VOLUMES 1-9)
Najika is a great cook and she likes to
make meals for the people she loves.
But something is missing from her life.
When she was a child, she met a boy
who touched her heart—and now she’s
determined to find him. The only clue
Najika has is a silver spoon that leads
her to prestigious Seika Academy.
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9620-1
$10.95/$13.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Kio Shimoku and Koume Keito
KUJIBIKI UNBALANCE
Chihiro’s just your average no-talent,
no-luck, high school kid. But then he
wins a lottery that gives him a pass to
the prestigious academy Rikkyouin
High School, whose students have gone
on to be notable politicians, financiers,
and celebrities. Another stroke of good
fortune lands Chihiro the school presi-
dency. Now ordinary Chihiro is at the
head of the top school in Japan. Sounds
great, until he meets the other kids on
the student council!
VOL 01 | 978-0-3455-0628-3
Del Rey Manga | $10.95/$12.50C | TR | Ages 16 & Up
VOL 02 | 978-0-3455-0629-0
Del Rey Manga | $10.99/$12.50C | TR | Ages 16 & Up 

Michiyo Kikuta
MAMOTTE! LOLLIPOP 
(VOLUMES 1-7)
It’s not really Nina’s fault—the little
ball sitting next to her cake looked like
a piece of candy! It was only after she
ate it that she discovered that it was
really the goal of the final exam for a
school full of wizards, and whichever
wizard gets the ball, graduates. Only
now the prize isn’t the little crystal
ball—it’s Nina! 
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9623-2
$10.95/$13.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Siku
THE MANGA BIBLE: 
From Genesis to Revelation
Artist Siku, one of the UK’s hottest
comic talents, has brought his distinc-
tive, edgy style to the world’s all-time
best-selling book. The Manga Bible is a
faithful adaptation of the Bible, injected
with new energy by Siku’s beautiful
and dramatic artwork. 
978-0-3855-2431-5
$12.95/$14.95C | Doubleday | TR | All Ages

Akira Hiramoto
ME AND THE DEVIL BLUES:
The Unreal Life of Robert Johnson
Robert Johnson, perhaps the most famous
and influential blues musician who ever
lived, was also the most mysterious. He
died at age 27, but by then had recorded
the remarkable songs that changed the
course of American music. A legend
has arisen: it is said that he won his
almost supernatural musical talent by
selling his soul to the devil. It’s with
this strange and extraordinary story
that Me and the Devil Blues begins...
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9926-4
$19.95/$22.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 16 & Up
VOL 02 | 978-0-3455-0137-0
$19.95/$22.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 16 & Up

Machiko Sakurai
MINIMA! (VOLUMES 1-4)
Quiet Ame has no friends at her high
school. So she spends all her time with
her toy collection.  But one day she buys
a toy unlike any other—Nikori. Nikori
is more than just super-cute: she can
talk and has a mind of her own! Nikori
becomes Ame’s best friend—defending
her from the bullies at school and help-
ing her to become the girl she’s always
wanted to be!
VOL 01 | 978-0-3455-0182-0
$10.95/$12.50C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

YA & UP: Manga 
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Yuki Urushibara
MUSHISHI (VOLUMES 1-8)
Few humans know that their world is
overrun with a strange breed of super-
natural creature called the “Mushi.”
Though they use their powers to influ-
ence the course of people’s lives, they
are invisible to nearly all humans; only
one young man, Ginko, can see them.
So Ginko travels the world, protecting
those whose lives have been changed,
secretly, by these supernatural beings
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9621-8
$12.95/$16.00C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 16 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Ai Morinaga
MY HEAVENLY HOCKEY
CLUB (VOLUMES 1-8)
Hana Suzuki loves only two things in
life: eating and sleeping. She only joined
the high school hockey club because the
super-cute Izumi Oda asked her. Even
though the other players are gorgeous
guys, Hana’s still got to get up early,
work hard, and play well with others.
How will Hana ever survive?
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9904-2
$10.95/$13.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Ken Akamatsu
NEGIMA: Magister Negi Magi
(VOLUMES 1-23)
A ten-year-old wizard, Negi Springfield
is also a teacher with a wide variety of
strange and unusual students. With
every new adventure, they learn more
about each other and themselves.
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-7046-1
$10.95/$16.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 16 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Tomoko Ninomiya
NODAME CANTABILE 
(VOLUMES 1-18)
The son of a famous pianist, music 
student Shinichi Chiaki has always
wanted to study abroad and become a
conductor. However, his fear of planes
and water make it impossible for him
to follow his dream. Then, one day, he
meets fellow student named Nodame.
This oddball girl cannot cook, clean, or
even read her own score, but she can
play the piano in incomparable
Cantabile style.
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-8172-6
$10.95/$15.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 16 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Hitoshi Iwaaki
PARASYTE (VOLUMES 1-8)
“A horror classic walks again in this
eight-volume series originally published
in the late 1990s by Tokyopop.”  

—Library Journal

High schooler Shin wakes up one
morning to find his whole world—and
his own body—have changed forever.
Alien parasites have invaded Earth—and
are taking over the minds of its citizens.
High schooler Shin has just barely es-
caped total invasion: he has a parasite,
too, but it’s implanted itself in his left
arm! Now Shin’s arm has a mind of its
own, one that seems intent on embar-
rassing him at every turn, and foiling
his attempts to save his hometown!
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9624-9
$12.95/$16.00C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 16 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Yasunori Mitsunaga
PRINCESS RESURRECTION
(VOLUMES 1-6)
Werewolves, demons, monsters, vampires.
These creatures of the dark are all afraid
of the same thing: the beautiful Princess
Hime, an awesome warrior who fights
off the forces of evil with a chainsaw
and a smile. And not only does she look
great in a tiara, she has the magical
power to raise the dead. She’s a princess
on a mission, and with the help of her
undead servant and a super-cute robot,
there’s no creature of darkness she
can’t take down!
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9664-5
$10.95/$13.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 16 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

YA & UP: Manga
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Akinari Nao and Yuya Aoki
PSYCHO BUSTERS 
(VOLUMES 1-5)
All 15-year-old Kakeru wants is to
spend his summer vacation in peace
and quiet. But then he finds a strange
girl waiting for him in his room. This
girl is more than just beautiful: she has
extraordinary psychic powers, and so do
all her friends. They’re on the run from
a shadowy government organization 
intent on using their powers for evil.
But why has she come to Kakeru?
Could it be that he’s in danger, too,
and has secret powers of his own?
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9935-6
$10.95/$13.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Ryotaro Iwanaga
PUMPKIN SCISSORS 
(VOLUMES 1-5)
In the wake of a terrible war against
the Frost Republic, famine, plague, and
marauding ex-soldiers darken every
corner of the Empire. Weary of battle
and its aftermath, the Empire’s popu-
lation is on the brink of rebellion. So the
Empire creates a special agency—the
Pumpkin Scissors—to aid in the 
nation’s reconstruction.
VOL 01 | 978-0-3455-0119-6
$10.95/$13.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 16 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Jin Kobayashi
SCHOOL RUMBLE 
(VOLUMES 1-14)
High schooler Tenma Tsukamoto, cute
but none too bright, has a major crush
on her classmate Karasuma Oji. Alas,
he's due to transfer schools next year!
Meantime, class juvenile delinquent
Harima Kenji, who has nothing to brag
about in the intellect department him-
self, can’t get Tenma to notice him.
Slapstick comedy, classmate rivalry,
and even a little action mesh to create
a story for everybody.
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9147-3
$10.95/$15.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Yuna Takanagi and To-Ru Zekuu
SHIKI TSUKAI (VOLUMES 1-5)
Akira Kizuki is one of the defenders of
the universe—and he’s only 14! He’s a
shiki tsukai, or a “Keeper of the Seasons,”
magical warriors who control the seasons
and preserve the universe’s natural
order. But Akira is even more powerful
than the other shiki tsukai. He has a
special talent that will change the uni-
verse—but a group of ambitious radicals
is intent on getting him out of the way.
Now, with the help of a wise sage,
Akira has to cultivate his talent. Can
Akira become strong enough to save
the universe from chaos?
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9925-7
$10.95/$13.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 16 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Peach-Pit
SHUGO CHARA! (VOLUMES 1-7)
Amu is a fifth grader at Seiyo academy.
Despite her classmates looking up to
her, deep inside, she’s not really happy
with who she is. One day Amu makes a
wish to be reborn as the kind of girl she
really wants to be. The next morning,
she finds three strange looking eggs in
her bed. When the eggs hatch, three
small girls emerge, and they grant
Amu magic powers! 
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-9745-1
$10.95/$13.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Keiko Takemiya
TO TERRA… 
The repercussions of
a future mankind’s
fascist attempt at
environmental
rehabilitation and
population control
serve as the back-
drop to this classic
manga epic. 
VOL 01
978-1-9322-3467-1
$13.94/$17.95C
Vertical | TR 
VOL 02
978-1-9322-3470-1
$13.95/$17.95C
Vertical | TR 
VOL 03
978-1-9322-3471-8
$13.95/$17.95C
Vertical | TR 

YA & UP: Manga
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Simon Furman
TRANSFORMERS
Black and white manga-format books,
featuring stories that have never 
been collected!
Way of the Warrior | 978-1-84576-059-5
$7.95/$9.95C | Titan | TR | Ages 8 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

CLAMP
TSUBASA (VOLUMES 1-22)
Princess Sakura has fallen under a
curse, and it’s up to her friend Syaoran
to journey through many alternate
worlds to find a way to save her. 
“With its built-in audience, this is 
recommended for teens and adults at
all libraries.” —Library Journal

VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-7057-7
$10.95/$16.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Tomoko Hayakawa
THE WALLFLOWER: 
Yamatonadeshiko Shichihenge
(VOLUMES 1-20)
Four fabulous guys must completely
transform a high school outcast into a
real lady if they want to go on living
rent-free in her aunt’s luxurious 
mansion. But the girl turns out to be
Sunako, the most fashion-hopeless girl
in Japan, who’d rather live like a 
hermit and watch her favorite horror
movies than undergo a makeover!
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-7912-9
$10.95/$15.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Antony Johnston; 
Illustrated by Wilson Tortosa
WOLVERINE 1: 
Prodigal Son
Wolverine is a teenager with an atti-
tude —and sharp claws that pop out of
his fists when he gets in a scrape! This 
inventive reimagining takes the hero 
to places that he's never been before.
Wolverine: Prodigal Son introduces the
classic X-Men character to a new 
generation of teen readers—with an 
entirely new origin story!
978-0-3455-0516-3
$12.99/$14.99C | Del Rey | TR | Ages 13 & Up
April 2009

Raina Telgemeier 
and Dave Roman; 

Illustrated by Anzu
X-MEN 1: Misfits

The X-Men franchise has 
conquered the world with the
classic comic books and block-
buster feature films. Now, in a
revolutionary manga remix, 
it’s set to win over a whole new
audience: teen girls! 
978-0-3455-0514-9

$12.99/$14.99C | Del Rey | TR | Ages 13 & Up
April 2009

CLAMP
XXXHOLIC 
(VOLUMES 1-13)
Watanuki is Yuko’s unwilling
assistant, but even he is 
compelled by the fascinating
adventures he’s had since he
started working for the “space-
time witch.” Yuko operates a
shop that grants people what
they need, but there is always 
a price to be paid...
VOL 01 | 978-0-3454-7058-4
Del Rey Manga
$10.95/$16.95C | TR | Ages 13 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

YA & UP: Manga
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ADULT

General 
Graphic Novels
Jessica Abel
LA PERDIDA
The riveting story of a young woman’s
misadventures. Carla is attempting to
“find herself” and Abel’s evocative
drawings and creative mix of English
and Spanish bring Mexico City’s past
and present to life. A story about find-
ing oneself by getting lost.
978-0-3754-2365-9
$22.95/$29.95C | Pantheon | HC
978-0-3757-1471-9
$14.95/$16.95C | Pantheon | TR

Daniel Abraham and Eric Battle  
GEORGE R. R. MARTIN’S 
WILD CARDS: The Hard Call
In 1946, an alien virus that rewrites
human DNA was accidentally unleashed
in the skies over New York City. It killed
ninety percent of those it infected. Nine
percent of those who survived mutated
into tragically deformed creatures. And
one percent gained superpowers…
978-0-3455-0641-2
$22.95/$26.95C | Del Rey | TR | March 2009

Jonathan Ames and Dean Haspiel 
THE ALCOHOLIC
Jonathan Ames’ first foray into the
graphic novel medium is a funny,
shocking, and heart-rending series 
of misadventures involving doomed 
romances, sexual confusion, odd friend-
ships, and, of course, lots of alcohol. 
“Rarely does a collaboration produce 
a graphic novel of such literary and
artistic merit.”   —Kirkus Reviews 

978-1-4012-1056-4
$19.99/$22.99C | Vertigo | HC 

Adult

“Watchmen is told in fugal, overlapping plotlines and gorgeous panels rich with
cinematic leitmotifs. A work of ruthless psychological realism, it’s a landmark in

the graphic novel medium. It would be a masterpiece in any.” —Time

978-1-4012-1926-0 | $39.99/$45.99C | DC Comics | HC                  978-0-9302-8923-2 | $19.99/$22.99C | DC Comics | TR     

Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons
WATCHMEN
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David B.
EPILEPTIC
Hailed by The Comics Journal as one of
Europe’s most important and innovative
comics artists, David B. has created a
masterpiece in this stunning and emo-
tionally resonant autobiography about
growing up with an epileptic brother.
Astonishing and heartbreaking.
978-0-3754-2318-5
$28.95/$38.95C | Pantheon | HC
978-0-3757-1468-9
$17.95/$23.95C | Pantheon | TR

Raymond Briggs
ETHEL & ERNEST: A True Story
Poignant, funny, and utterly original, Ethel
& Ernest is his loving depiction of his
working class English parents’ lives from
their chance first encounter in the 1920s
until their deaths in the l970s. His 
illustrations evoke the exhilaration and 
sorrow of experiencing enormous changes.  
978-0-3757-1447-4
$15.00/NCR | Pantheon | TR

Ken Bulmer
THE STEEL CLAW: 
The Vanishing Man
978-1-84576-156-1 | $19.95/$24.95C | Titan | HC

Charles Burns
BLACK HOLE
Winner of the Eisner, Harvey, 
and Ignatz Awards. 

Suburban Seattle, mid-1970s. A
strange plague has descended upon the
area’s teenagers, transmitted by sexual
contact. We witness a portrait of high
school alienation—the savagery, the 
cruelty, anxiety and ennui. Hypnotic
and horrifying.
978-0-3754-2380-2
$27.50/$35.00C | Pantheon | HC
978-0-3757-1472-6
$17.50/$22.00C | Pantheon | TR

Jim Butcher and Ardian Syaf
THE DRESDEN FILES: 
Welcome to the Jungle
The spectacular and gory death of a 
security guard at the Lincoln Park Zoo
has attracted a media frenzy, and the
police are under pressure to put the
case to bed. Lt. Murphy of Special 
Investigations turns to professional
Wizard, Harry Dresden, to do what the
police can’t—to investigate the clues
surrounding a supernatural murder
and to identify the murderer before 
he, she—or it—strikes again.
978-0-3455-0746-4
$19.95/$22.95C | Del Rey | TR 

Percy Carey
SENTENCES: 
The Life of M.F. Grimm
Underground rap icon Percy Carey tells
the true story of his life in the “Hip-Hop
Game,” losing his legs to gang violence
and carrying on with his music. 
978-1-4012-1047-2
$14.99/$16.99C | Vertigo | TR 
978-1-4012-1046-5
$19.99/$23.99C | Vertigo | HC 

Daniel Clowes
DAVID BORING
“Boring finds love with a mysterious
women named Wanda, loses her and
sort of finds her again. He also gets
shot in the head (twice) and stranded
on an island with his brutish family.
Meanwhile, the world may or may not
be ending soon. And did I mention that
much of this is hilariously funny?” —Time

978-0-3757-1452-8
$21.95/$25.95C | Pantheon | TR

Daniel Clowes
ICE HAVEN
Welcome to Ice Haven! Hailed as “another
of his hilariously slightly off-center worlds
that have a vague sense of dread about
them. Kind of like where you live.” —Time

Wonderfully idiosyncratic and imaginative.
978-0-3754-2332-1
$18.95/$26.95C | Pantheon | HC

Jamie Delano, Garth Ennis, Warren
Ellis, Brian Azzarello, Mike Carey,
Denise Mina, Andy Diggle
HELLBLAZER 
John Constantine, an unconcerned,
somewhat amoral occultist with a
British working-class background, is a
hero, of sorts, who manages to come out
on top through a combination of luck,
trickery, and genuine magical skill.
Original Sins | 978-1-5638-9052-9
$19.99/$26.99C | Vertigo | TR 
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Chuck Dixon and Brett Booth
DEAN KOONTZ’S 
FRANKENSTEIN
Two centuries after Victor Frankenstein
brought his first creation to life, a serial
killer is on the loose in New Orleans, and
he’s salvaging body parts from each of
his victims, as if he’s trying to create
the perfect person.  
VOL 01 - Prodigal Son | 978-0-3455-0640-5
$19.95/$22.95C | Del Rey | HC 

Adult

Suitable for Mature YA Readers.
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Warren Ellis
TRANSMETROPOLITAN 
(VOLUMES 1-10)
Outlaw journalist Spider Jerusalem attacks
the injustices of his surreal 21st century
through black humor as an investigative
reporter for the newspaper The Word.
VOL 01 - Back on the Street | 978-1-4012-2084-6
$14.99/$16.99C | Vertigo | TR 
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Ian Fleming et al
JAMES BOND
The world’s greatest secret agent returns,
as some of his most thrilling missions
are collected for the first time ever!
The Man with the Golden Gun | 978-1-8402-3690-3
$19.95/$24.95C | Titan | TR | Ages 16 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Neil Gaiman
THE SANDMAN (BOOKS 1 – 10)
The first story of Morpheus, Lord of
Dreams, tells of his plight and the quest he
must undertake to regain his lost kingdom.
Book I - Preludes & Nocturnes | 978-1-5638-9011-6
$19.99/$23.99C | Vertigo | TR 
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Matt Groening
All the Matt Groening titles are indis-
pensable additions for any “graphic”
collection.  The famed cartoonist and
merchandising monarch offers his own
unique vision of the world, life, love,
school, work.....hell. Hundreds, no,
thousands of zany, daffy, downright in-
solent comic strips are contained within
the covers of the books listed below.
How can you resist the temptation?!

THE BIG BOOK OF HELL: 
The Best of Life in Hell
978-0-3072-9068-7 | $4.10 | Pantheon | HC     
978-0-6797-2759-0 | $20.00/$31.00C | Pantheon | TR

LOVE IS HELL
978-0-6797-5665-1 | $13.00/$20.00C | Pantheon | TR

SCHOOL IS HELL
978-0-3947-5091-0 | $10.95/$14.50 | Pantheon | TR

WORK IS HELL
978-0-3947-4864-1 | $9.95/$14.95C | Pantheon | TR

Frank Hampson et al
CLASSIC DAN DARE
Dan Dare, Pilot of the Future, returns!
First published in classic British comic
The Eagle, these are the original space
adventures of one of Britain’s best-
loved characters.
Voyage to Venus - Part 1 | 978-1-8402-3644-6
$19.95/$24.95C | Titan | HC 
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

David Heatley
MY BRAIN IS HANGING 
UPSIDE DOWN
One of the most promising young talents
in cartooning makes his debut with a
dazzling collection. Heatley’s life story
is told in different but connected narra-
tive threads: Sex History, Black History, 
Portrait of My Mom, Portrait of My Dad,
Family History, and “dream” comics
that expand on the same themes with a
baffling logic. Uncomfortably hilarious.
978-0-3754-2539-4
$24.95/$27.95C | Pantheon | HC

Mat Johnson and Warren Pleece
INCOGNEGRO
Desperate to play his part in the
Harlem Renaissance, Zane Pinchback,
a black man who could pass for white,
agrees to take a trip to Mississippi and
do some undercover journalism in exchange
for his own column and an editorial 
position. “‘Incognegro’ proudly exempli-
fies the graphic novel.” —New York Times

978-1-4012-1097-7
$19.99/$23.99C | Vertigo | HC  

Carol Lay
THE BIG SKINNY: How I
Changed My Fattitude
Cartoonist Carol Lay shows—graphi-
cally—how she lost forty pounds and
transformed her relationship with food, 
combining her own story with checklists,
menu plans, recipes and calorie guides
to help the reader do the same.
978-0-3455-0404-3 | $18.00/$21.00C | Villard | TR

Marisa Acocella Marchetto
CANCER VIXEN
The portrait of one woman’s supercharged
life in Manhattan, and her wonderful
love story. Three weeks before her mar-
riage she finds a lump in her breast. This
powerful, funny, and poignant graphic
memoir tells the story, from diagnosis to
cure, of her eleven-month, ultimately
triumphant, bout with cancer.
978-0-3072-6357-5 | $22.00/NCR | Pantheon | HC 

Alan C. Martin
TANK GIRL (VOLUMES 1-3)
Join everybody’s favourite beer-swilling,
chain-smoking, kangaroo-worrying 
lunatic as she blitzes her way through 
a dazzling array of bizarre adventures.
VOL 01 | 978-1-84023-435-0
$16.95/$21.00C | Titan | TR
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)
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David Mazzucchelli
ASTERIOS POLYP
The triumphant return of one of comics’
greatest talents, with an engrossing novel
of one man’s search for love, meaning,
sanity, and perfect architectural propor-
tions. Meet Asterios Polyp who flees NYC
for the American heartland and enters
Mazzucchelli’s extraordinarily imagined
world of brilliantly conceived eccentrics.
978-0-3073-7732-6
$29.95/$34.00C | Pantheon | HC | June 2009

Alan Moore and David Lloyd
V FOR VENDETTA
The basis for the hit movie—in the near
future, England has become a corrupt,
totalitarian state, opposed only by V, a
mystery man wearing a white porcelain
mask who intends to free the masses
through absurd acts of terrorism. 
978-1-4012-0841-7 | $19.99/$22.99C | Vertigo | TR 

Lisa Myhre
NEMI 
Meet Nemi Montoya, the vegetarian,
cynical/romantic, hilariously honest and
outspoken twenty-something goth. 
VOL 01 | 978-1-84576-586-6
$14.95/$19.95C | Titan | HC
VOL 02 | 978-1-84576-614-6
$14.95/$16.95C | Titan | HC

Peter O’Donnell
MODESTY BLAISE
The dark underworld of espionage and
crime is lit up by the fatal charms of the
gorgeous Modesty Blaise—high priestess
of pulp crime.
The Gabriel Set-Up | 978-1-84023-658-3
$19.95/$24.95C | Titan | TR | Ages 12 & Up
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Willie Patterson
JEFF HAWKE
Jeff Hawke’s not your average space hero;
focused on reasoning, diplomacy and
moral virtues instead of brute force, he is 
frequently forced to be the ambassador
—rather than the saviour—of mankind!
Overlord | 978-1-84576-597-2
$19.95/$22.95C | Titan | HC 
The Ambassadors | 978-1-84576-598-9
$19.95/$22.95C | Titan | HC 

Harvey Pekar
AMERICAN SPLENDOR
A Graphic Novel Omnibus of Harvey
Pekar’s comic series “American Splendor,”
featuring comics from 1976 - 1986
and an introduction from famed 
cartoonist R. Crumb.
978-0-345-46830-7 | $20.00/$23.00C | Ballantine | TR
And also:

AMERICAN SPLENDOR 
OUR MOVIE YEAR
978-0-3454-7937-2 | $16.95/$23.95C | Ballantine | TR

Joann Sfar
THE RABBI’S CAT
From one of France’s most celebrated
young artists, this is the wholly unique
story of a rabbi, his daughter, and their
talking cat (he eats the family parrot)
— a philosopher brimming with scathing
humor and surprising tenderness. Set
in Algeria and Paris in the 1930s, it
brings a lost world vibrantly to life.
978-0-3754-2281-2
$21.95/$29.95C | Pantheon | HC
978-0-3757-1464-1
$16.95/$21.95C | Pantheon | TR

Joann Sfar
THE RABBI’S CAT 2
The cat is back and on a trip across
Africa with the rabbi, a sheikh, and 
a very misplaced Russian painter, in
search of an African Jerusalem. 
978-0-3754-2507-3
$22.95/$25.95C | Pantheon | HC
978-0-3757-1480-1
$16.95 | Pantheon | TR | April 2010

Koren Shadmi
IN THE FLESH: Stories
A collection of short graphic fiction, 
organized around themes of love, sexu-
ality, obsession, and anxiety. Fusing the
dark vision of David Lynch with the
black humor of Daniel Clowes, In the
Flesh introduces us to a haunting 
gallery of lost souls.
978-0-3455-0871-3
$14.95/$16.95C | Villard | TR 

Jerry Siegel
KING OF CROOKS
From the comics vault comes a classic tale
of terror and intrigue introducing a villain
equipped with an amazingly versatile
exoskeleton and a brain to match—the
British comics character, The Spider!
978-1-84576-000-7
$19.95/$24.95C | Titan | HC 

Alissa Torres; 
Illustrated by Sungyoon Choi
AMERICAN WIDOW
An autobiographical graphic novel
written by Alissa Torres, who, when she
was nearly eight months pregnant, lost
her husband in the World Trade Center
attack. The story and art powerfully
portray a woman's very private crisis
against a backdrop of events that have
touched us all. 
978-0-3455-0069-4
$22.00/$25.00C | Villard | HC 

Suitable for Mature YA Readers.
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Tom Tully et al.
ALBION: Origins
The critically acclaimed US comics series
plotted by the legendary Alan Moore,
come four of British comics’ most loved
–and most bizarre—characters! Never
before collected and featuring new 
articles exploring the history of these
characters’ comics, this is another
amazing trip into the past.
978-1-8457-6172-1
$19.95/$24.95C | Titan | HC

Brian K. Vaughn and Niko Henrichon
PRIDE OF BAGHDAD
A startlingly original look at life on 
the streets of Baghdad during the Iraq
war inspired by the true story of a pride
of lions that escaped from the Baghdad
Zoo during an American bombing raid. 
978-1-4012-0314-6
$19.99/$26.99C | Vertigo | HC 
978-1-4012-0315-3
$12.99/$15.99C | Vertigo | TR 

Brian K. Vaughan
EX MACHINA 
(VOLUMES 1-7)
Civil engineer Mitchell Hundred becomes
America's first living, breathing super-
hero after a strange accident gives him
amazing powers.
VOL 01 - The First Hundred Days | 978-1-4012-0612-3
$9.99/$13.50C | Wildstorm | TR 
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

EX MACHINA DELUXE
978-1-4012-1814-0
$29.99/$34.99C | Wildstorm | HC 

MAUS I: 
A SURVIVOR’S TALE: 
My Father Bleeds History
978-0-3947-4723-1
$14.95/$16.95C | Pantheon | TR

MAUS II: 
A SURVIVOR’S 
TALE: And Here My 
Troubles Began
978-0-6797-2977-8
$14.95/$16.95C | Pantheon | TR 

THE COMPLETE 
MAUS: 
A Survivor’s Tale
“...[it is] a remarkable feat of 
documentary detail and novelistic
vividness...an unfolding literary
event” and succeeds in “drawing
us closer to the bleak heart of 
the Holocaust.” 

—The New York Times

978-0-6794-0641-9
$35.00/$49.00C | Pantheon | HC 

IN THE SHADOW OF 
NO TOWERS
For Spiegelman, the terrorist attacks
of September 11, 2001, were both
highly personal and intensely polit-
ical. He responds in the way he
knows best—with a masterful and
moving account of the events and
aftermath of that tragic day.
978-0-3754-2307-9
$19.95/$27.95C | Pantheon | HC

BREAKDOWNS: 
Portrait of the Artist as 
a Young %@&*!
The creator of  the Pulitzer Prize-
winning Maus explores the comics
form...and how it formed him!
Funny, complex, and innovative, it
alters the terms of what can be
accomplished in a memoir.
978-0-3754-2395-6
$27.50/$32.00C | Pantheon | HC

ART SPEIGELMAN
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Brian K. Vaughn
Y: The Last Man
(VOLUMES 1-10) 
The saga of Yorick Brown, an unem-
ployed slacker who discovers he is the
only male left in a world inhabited
solely by women after a plague of 
unknown origin instantly kills every
mammal with a Y chromosome.
VOL 01 - Unmanned | 978-1-5638-9980-5
$12.99/$14.99C | Vertigo | TR 
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Mark Waid
KINGDOM COME 
A grim tale set just after the dawn of
the 21st century that pits the old guard
—Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman
and their peers—against a new, uncom-
promising generation of heroes in a
final war to determine the future of
the planet.
978-1-4012-2034-1
$17.99/$21.99C | DC Comics | TR 

Chris Ware
THE ACME 
NOVELTY LIBRARY
A tabloid-sized collection of single-page
cartoons that provide an excellent intro-
duction to Ware’s work. Contains 
eye-tearingly beautiful depictions of
longing, despair, disappointment,
lethargy, abandonment, and relentless
parental cruelty. “Ware exploits the
medium in ways that have never 
been explored.” —The Onion

978-0-3754-2295-9
$27.50/$39.95C | Pantheon | HC

Chris Ware
JIMMY CORRIGAN: 
The Smartest Kid on Earth
The first book from Ware is a rich 
portrait of a lonely and emotionally-
impaired “everyman” stunted by a 
paralyzing fear of being disliked. The
reader is helped along by thousands of
colored illustrations and diagrams, an
index, and a brief apology.
978-0-3754-0453-5
$35.00/$50.00C | Pantheon | HC
978-0-3757-1454-2
$19.95/$22.95C | Pantheon | TR

Julia Wertz
I SAW YOU: Comics Inspired
by Real-Life Missed Connections
A selection of actual Missed Connections
postings from Craigslist and other print
and online sources—chance encounters
and sightings that could have been love
had fate not intervened—illustrated by
a collection of talented comics artists.
978-0-307-40853-2
$12.95/$14.95C | Three Rivers | TR

Bill Willingham 
FABLES (VOLUMES 1-11)
The infamous inhabitants of folklore
were forced into exile when a savage
creature known as the Adversary 
conquered the fabled lands of legends
and fairy tales.
VOL 01 - Legends in Exile | 978-1-5638-9942-3
$9.99/$11.99C | Vertigo | TR 
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Bill Willingham
FABLES: 
1001 Nights of Snowfall
This prequel to the Fables series, running
the gamut from horror to dark intrigue
to mercurial coming-of-age, reveals the
secret histories of familiar characters.
978-1-4012-0367-2
$19.99/$26.99C | Vertigo | HC 
978-1-4012-0369-6
$14.99/$17.99C | Vertigo | TR 

Bill Willingham
JACK OF FABLES
Last seen hitchhiking from Hollywood,
Jack’s now a wayward Fable in the
heartland of America. A spin-off from
the popular Fables series.
VOL 01 - The (Nearly) Great Escape
978-1-4012-1222-3
$14.99/$17.99C | Vertigo | TR 
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Bill Willingham
HOUSE OF MYSTERY
“Even by Vertigo’s standards, the writing
here is dexterous and vivid; the imagery
brooding and bloody. Willingham and
Sturges are best with the absurd.” 

—San Francisco Weekly

VOL 01 - Room and Boredom | 978-1-4012-2079-2
$9.99/$11.99C | Vertigo | TR 

Brian Wood
DMZ (VOLUMES 1-6)
The story of the ultimate embedded war
journalist trapped in a most unlikely
war zone: the streets of New York City.
VOL 01 - On the Ground | 978-1-4012-1062-5
$9.99/$11.99C | Vertigo | TR 
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Suitable for Mature YA Readers.
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Manga
Kouji Seo
SUZUKA (VOLUMES 1-12)
Coming from Hiroshima’s country side
to start a new life at a Tokyo high
school, Yamato is to stay at his aunt’s
house. What he didn’t know was that
it is a public bath and an all-girls
dorm, which he will be in charge of
maintaining as long as he stays there!
What a way to start high school! 
VOL 01 | 978-0-345-48631-8
$13.95/$18.95C | Del Rey Manga | TR 
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

Yoshito Usui
CRAYON SHINCHAN 
(VOLUMES 1-8)
He’s rude, he’s crude, and adults tremble
whenever he’s around. His inappropriate
comments and obsession with body
parts and bodily functions make life
stressful for his struggling parents.
VOL 01 | 978-1-4012-17150 
$7.99/$9.75C | CMX | TR 
(see back for full ISBN list – prices vary)

ART
Dave Gibbons, Chip Kidd, Mike Essl
WATCHING THE WATCHMEN
Artist Dave Gibbons gives his own 
account of the genesis of WATCHMEN,
opening his archives of exclusive mate-
rial on the acclaimed graphic novel.
978-1-84856-041-3
$39.95/$45.00C | Titan | HC 

Chip Kidd
BAT-MANGA! The Secret 
History of Batman in Japan 
In 1966, a Japanese manga anthology
for boys, Shonen King, licensed the
rights to commission its own Batman
and Robin stories. These stories ceased
after a year, were never collected, never
translated—until now! The Dynamic
Duo as you’ve never seen them, with a
distinctly Japanese, atomic age twist. 
978-0-3754-2545-5
$60.00/$69.00C | Pantheon | HC
978-0-3757-1484-9
$29.95/$34.00C | Pantheon | TR

Alan Martin and Jamie Hewlett
THE CREAM OF TANK GIRL
Celebrate the 20th anniversary of Tank
Girl with this unique book of commen-
taries from writer Alan Martin and rarely
seen drawings by artist Jamie Hewlett.
978-1-84576-942-0
$29.95/$34.00C | Titan | HC

Alex Ross
MYTHOLOGY: The DC Comics
Art of Alex Ross
Winner of the Eisner Award.  

The incomparable case of the DC
Comics universe brought to life by the
Norman Rockwell of comics. 
“Alex Ross brings to his work an un-
paralleled sense of the real. His heroes
—both human and mortal—have
weight; they exist in space, and that
space is affected by them in ways
never before seen on the page.” 

—Entertainment Weekly

978-0-3754-2383-3
$75.00/$110.00C | Pantheon | HC (Limited Edition)
978-0-3757-1462-7
$25.95/$32.00C | Pantheon | TR
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Charles M. Schulz
PEANUTS: 
The Art of Charles M. Schulz
A beautiful album to dazzle fans of
Schulz and his art, providing an un-
precedented look at the work of the
most brilliant and beloved cartoonist 
of the twentieth century. More than
500 comic strips are reproduced and
such rare or never-before-seen items as
a sketchbook from his army days. A
must for all who love Charlie Brown.
978-0-3754-2097-9
$29.95/$44.95C | Pantheon | HC
978-0-3757-1463-4
$16.95/$25.95C | Pantheon | TR

REFERENCE
Robert Greenberger
ESSENTIAL BATMAN 
ENCYCLOPEDIA
From A to Z, a comprehensive source-
book containing everything you ever
wanted to know about the Dark Knight,
including entries on The Joker, Amazon
Girl, Catwoman, Apokolips, Robin,
Doomsday, Sandman, the Justice League
of America, Scarecrow, and hundreds
more. The complete details of Batman’s
origins, biographies of every character
in the Batman universe, and more. 
978-0-345-50106-6
$29.95/$34.00C | Del Rey | TR

Brigitte Koyama-Richard
ONE THOUSAND YEARS OF
MANGA
An epic journey through the fascinating
history of Japan’s burgeoning Manga
comic book art form.
978-2-08-030029-4
$49.95/$62.00C | Flammarion | HC

Michael Mallory
X-MEN: The Characters and
Their Universe
Tells the story of this unique band of
Marvel comics’ heroes from their creation
in 1963 to the present as one of the
globe’s hottest franchises.
978-0-7893-9984-7
$75.00/$86.00C | Universe | Padded case

Joe Simon & Jack Kirby
THE BEST OF 
SIMON & KIRBY
A collection of complete comic book
stories from the legendary team of Joe
Simon and Jack Kirby, covering every
genre in which they made their mark,
including Captain America, Blue Bolt,
The Fly, Boy’s Ranch, and Justice Traps
the Guilty.
978-1-84576-931-4
$39.95/$45.00C | Titan | HC | May 2009

Jason Thompson
MANGA THE 
COMPLETE GUIDE
“The amount of Japanese manga 
available in English has become truly
staggering, and this excellent compre-
hensive encyclopedia fills a major
need… Each entry encompasses basic
citation information, an age rating, a
one-paragraph review, and a quality
ranking from zero to four stars… A
glossary, bibliography, artist index, and
good introductory material round out
the volume…this volume-highly useful
for reference, readers’ advisory, and c
ollection development-is strongly 
recommended for all libraries.” 

—Library Journal, starred review.

978-0-3454-8590-8
$19.95/$24.95C | Del Rey | TR 

Suitable for Mature YA Readers.
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VOL 09 | 9780345501974

Gundam Seed: 
Mobile Suit Gundam.........................9
VOL 01 | 9780345470454
VOL 02 | 9780345471796
VOL 03 | 9780345472304
VOL 04 | 9780345477942
VOL 05 | 9780345477958

Hellblazer ............................................14
Original Sins | 9781563890529 
The Devil You Know | 9781401212698 
Fear Machine | 9781401218102 
Family Man | 9781401219642 
Rare Cuts | 9781401202408 
Dangerous Habits | 9781563891502 
Fear and Loathing | 9781563892028 
Tainted Love | 9781563894565 
Damnation’s Flame | 9781563895081 
Son of Man | 9781401202026 
Setting Sun | 9781401202453 
Good Intentions | 9781563898563 
Freezes Over | 9781563899713 
Highwater | 9781401202231 
Red Sepulcher | 9781401204853 
Black Flowers | 9781401204990 
Staring at the Wall | 9781401209292 
Stations of the Cross | 9781401210021 
Reasons to Be Cheerful | 9781401212513 
Empathy is the Enemy | 9781401210663 

Jack of Fables ...................................19
VOL 01 - The (Nearly) Great Escape

9781401212223 
VOL 02 - Jack of Hearts | 9781401214555 
VOL 03 - The Bad Prince | 9781401218546 
VOL 04 – Americana | 9781401219796 
VOL 05 - Turning Pages | 9781401221386 

James Bond........................................16
The Man with the Golden Gun

9781840236903 
Octopussy | 9781840237436 
On Her Majesty’s Secret Service

9781840236743
Goldfinger | 9781840239089
Casino Royale | 9781840238433
Dr. No | 9781845760892 
The Spy Who Loved Me | 9781845761745
The Golden Ghost | 9781845762612
Colonel Sun | 9781845761752
Trouble Spot | 9781845762698
The Phoenix Project | 9781845763121
Death Wing | 9781845765170
Shark Bait | 9781845765910
The Paradise Plot | 9781845767167 
Polestar | 9781845767174 

Kamichama Karin Chu.....................9
VOL 01 | 9780345504036
VOL 02 | 9780345505934
VOL 03 | 9780345506757 (1/09)
VOL 04 | 9780345506764 (4/09)
VOL 05 | 9780345510334 (7/09)

Kitchen Princess..............................10
VOL 01 | 9780345496201
VOL 02 | 9780345496591
VOL 03 | 9780345496607
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VOL 04 | 9780345498304
VOL 05 | 9780345498854
VOL 06 | 9780345501943
VOL 07 | 9780345504050
VOL 08 | 9780345508058
VOL 09 | 9780345510266 (3/09)

Mamotte Lollipop!..........................10
VOL 01 | 9780345496232
VOL 02 | 9780345496669
VOL 03 | 9780345496676
VOL 04 | 9780345498939
VOL 05 | 9780345498854
VOL 06 | 9780345498953
VOL 07 | 9780345498960

Minima!................................................10
VOL 01 | 9780345501820
VOL 02 | 9780345504074
VOL 03 | 9780345506801 
VOL 04 | 9780345510723 (5/09)

Modesty Blaise ................................17
The Gabriel Set-Up | 978-1-84023-658-3
Mister Sun | 978-1-84023-721-4
Top Traitor | 978-1-84023-684-2
The Black Pearl | 978-1-84023-842-6
Bad Suki | 978-1-84023-864-8
The Hell Makers | 978-1-84023-865-5
The Green-Eyed Monster | 978-1-84023-866-2
The Puppet Master | 978-1-84023-867-9
The Gallows Bird | 978-1-84023-868-6
Cry Wolf | 978-1-84023-869-3
The Inca Trail | 978-1-84576-417-3
Death Trap | 978-1-84576-418-0
Yellowstone Booty | 978-1-84576-419-7
Green Cobra | 978-1-84576-420-3
The Lady Killers | 978-1-84856-106-9
The Scarlet Maiden | 978-1-84856-107-6

Mushishi ..............................................11
VOL 01 | 9780345496218
VOL 02 | 9780345496447
VOL 03 | 9780345496454
VOL 04 | 9780345499233
VOL 05 | 9780345501387
VOL 06 | 9780345501660 
VOL 07 | 9780345505590 (2/09)
VOL 08 | 9780345505606 (5/09)

My Heavenly Hockey Club.........11
VOL 01 | 9780345499042
VOL 02 | 9780345499219
VOL 03 | 9780345500311
VOL 04 | 9780345500328
VOL 05 | 9780345501981
VOL 06 | 9780345501998
VOL 07 | 9780345502001 
VOL 08 | 9780345506740 (4/09)
VOL 09 | 9780345510730 (7/09)

Negima: Magister Negi Magi ....11
VOL 01 | 9780345470461
VOL 02 | 9780345471208
VOL 03 | 9780345471802
VOL 04 | 9780345477842
VOL 05 | 9780345477859
VOL 06 | 9780345477866
VOL 07 | 9780345477873
VOL 08 | 9780345465405
VOL 09 | 9780345482730
VOL 10 | 9780345484413
VOL 11 | 9780345492319
VOL 12 | 9780345494634
VOL 13 | 9780345495051
VOL 14 | 9780345496140
VOL 15 | 9780345496157
VOL 16 | 9780345499240
VOL 17 | 9780345501394

VOL 18 | 9780345502025
VOL 19 | 9780345505262
VOL 20 | 9780345505279
VOL 21 | 9780345505286 (2/09)
VOL 22 | 9780345510303 (5/09)
VOL 23 | 9780345514264 (7/09)

Nodame Cantabile ..........................11
VOL 01 | 9780345481726
VOL 02 | 9780345481733
VOL 03 | 9780345481740
VOL 04 | 9780345482419
VOL 05 | 9780345482693
VOL 06 | 9780345483683
VOL 07 | 9780345483690
VOL 08 | 9780345485311
VOL 09 | 9780345493972
VOL 10 | 9780345493989
VOL 11 | 9780345493996
VOL 12 | 9780345494009
VOL 13 | 9780345499141
VOL 14 | 9780345503312
VOL 15 | 9780345503329 
VOL 16 | 9780345505231 (2/09)
VOL 17 | 9780345505248 (4/09)
VOL 18 | 9780345505255 (7/09)

Parasyte...............................................11
VOL 01 | 9780345496249
VOL 02 | 9780345496812
VOL 03 | 9780345498250
VOL 04 | 9780345498267
VOL 05 | 9780345500335
VOL 06 | 9780345500342 (1/09)
VOL 07 | 9780345500359 (4/09)
VOL 08 | 9780345500366 (7/09)

Princess Resurrection ..................11
VOL 01 | 9780345496645
VOL 02 | 9780345496829
VOL 03 | 9780345501400
VOL 04 | 9780345506672
VOL 05 | 9780345506689 (1/09)
VOL 06 | 9780345508065 (5/09)

Psycho Busters .................................12
VOL 01 | 9780345499356
VOL 02 | 9780345501721
VOL 03 | 9780345504081
VOL 04 | 9780345506665 
VOL 05 | 9780345510372 (5/09)

Pumpkin Scissors ............................12
VOL 01 | 9780345501196
VOL 02 | 9780345501417
VOL 03 | 9780345501424
VOL 04 | 9780345503343
VOL 05 | 9780345505835 (5/09)

Real Ghostbusters, The ...................4
A Hard Day’s Fright | 978-1-84576-140-0 
Who You Gonna Call? | 978-1-84576-141-7 
Which Witch Is Which? | 978-1-84576-142-4 
This Ghost is Toast! | 978-1-84576-143-1

Sandman, The ...................................14 
Book I - Preludes & Nocturnes

9781563890116 
Book II - The Doll’s House | 9780930289591 
Book III - Dream Country | 9781563890161 
Book IV - Season of Mists | 9781563890413 
Book V - A Game of You | 9781563890895
Book VI - Fables & Reflections

9781563891052
Book VII - Brief Lives | 9781563891380 
Book VIII - World’s End | 9781563891717 
Book IX - The Kindly Ones | 9781563892059 
Book X - The Wake | 9781563892790

Star Trek Comics Classics..............7
To Boldly Go | 9781845760847
The Hero Factor | 9781845761530
Death Before Dishonor | 9781845761547
The Battle Within | 9781845761554
The Trial of James T. Kirk | 9781845763152
Maelstrom | 9781845763183
The Return Of The Worthy | 9781845763190
Convergence | 9781845763206

Tank Girl...............................................17
VOL 1 | 978-1-84023-435-0
VOL 2 | 978-1-84023-492-3
VOL 3 | 978-1-84023-493-0
The Odyssey | 978-1-84023-494-7
Apocalypse | 978-1-84023-725-2
Tank Girl Armadillo! | 978-1-84576-484-5
VOL 1 (Remastered) | 978-1-84576-757-0
VOL 2 (Remastered) | 978-1-84576-759-4
VOL 3 (Remastered) (1/09)

978-1-84576-761-7
The Odyssey (Remastered) (3/09)

978-1-84576-763-1
The Apocalypse (Remastered) (7/09)

978-1-84576-765-5

Transformers.....................................13
Aspects of Evil | 9781845760557 
Breakdown | 9781840237917 
Dark Star | 9781840239607 
Dinobot Hunt | 9781840237894 
Earthforce | 9781845760618 
Fallen Angel | 9781840235111 
Fallen Star | 9781845760601 
Last Stand | 9781845760083 
Maximum Force | 9781840239553 
Perchance to Dream | 9781845760625 
Prey | 9781840238310 
Second Generation | 9781840239355 
Target 2006 | 9781840235104 
Treason | 9781840238440 
Trial By Fire | 9781840239508 
Way of the Warrior | 9781845760595

Transmetropolitan.........................13 
VOL 01 - Back on the Street | 9781401220846
VOL 02 - Lust for Life | 9781563894817
VOL 03 - Year of the Bastard | 9781563895685
VOL 04 - The New Scum | 9781563896279 
VOL 05 - Lonely City | 9781563897221 
VOL 06 - Gouge Away | 9781563897962 
VOL 07 - Spider’s Thrash | 9781563898945 
VOL 08 - Dirge | 9781563899539 
VOL 09 - The Cure | 9781563899881 
VOL 10 - One More Time | 9781401202170 

School Rumble ..................................12
VOL 01 | 9780345491473
VOL 02 | 9780345491480
VOL 03 | 9780345491497
VOL 04 | 9780345491503
VOL 05 | 9780345491510
VOL 06 | 9780345491527
VOL 07 | 9780345496188
VOL 08 | 9780345501431
VOL 09 | 9780345501448
VOL 10 | 9780345503336
VOL 11 | 9780345505620 
VOL 12 | 9780345505637 (1/09)
VOL 13 | 9780345505644 (4/09)
VOL 14 | 9780345508232 (7/09)

Shiki Tsukai ........................................12 
VOL 01 | 9780345499257
VOL 02 | 9780345501455
VOL 03 | 9780345504159
VOL 04 | 9780345506658 
VOL 05 | 9780345510778 (6/09)



Shugo Chara! ....................................12
VOL 01 | 9780345497451
VOL 02 | 9780345499271
VOL 03 | 9780345501462
VOL 04 | 9780345505224
VOL 05 | 9780345508041 
VOL 06 | 9780345510327 (4/09)
VOL 07 | 9780345514301 (7/09)

Suzuka .................................................20
VOL 01 | 9780345486318
VOL 02 | 9780345486325
VOL 03 | 9780345490483
VOL 04 | 9780345490490
VOL 05 | 9780345498281
VOL 06 | 9780345498298
VOL 07 | 9780345499189
VOL 08 | 9780345501677
VOL 09 | 9780345501684
VOL 10 | 9780345508331 
VOL 11 | 9780345508348 (2/09)
VOL 12 | 9780345508355 (5/09)

Tsubasa ...............................................13 
VOL 01 | 9780345470577
VOL 02 | 9780345471826
VOL 03 | 9780345471833
VOL 04 | 9780345477910
VOL 05 | 9780345477927
VOL 06 | 9780345477934
VOL 07 | 9780345477972
VOL 08 | 9780345484284
VOL 09 | 9780345484291
VOL 10 | 9780345484307
VOL 11 | 9780345485281
VOL 12 | 9780345485328
VOL 13 | 9780345485335

VOL 14 | 9780345485342
VOL 15 | 9780345498311
VOL 16 | 9780345501486
VOL 17 | 9780345501653
VOL 18 | 9780345504098
VOL 19 | 9780345505798
VOL 20 | 9780345505804 (1/09)
VOL 21 | 9780345508096 (4/09)
VOL 22 | 9780345510389 (7/09)

Wallace and Gromit ..........................7
The Best of Wallace and Gromit

9781845763633
The Whippet Vanishes | 9781840234978 
A Pier Too Far | 9781840239539 
A Pier Too Far | 9781840239584 
Catch of the Day | 9781840234954 
Catch of the Day | 9781840234961 
The Bootiful Game | 9781840239485 
The Bootiful Game | 9781840239430 
The Whippet Vanishes | 9781840234985 
Plots in Space | 9781845763626 

Wallflower, The: 
Yamatonadeshiko Shichihenge..13
VOL 01 | 9780345479129
VOL 02 | 9780345479495
VOL 03 | 9780345479990
VOL 04 | 9780345480019
VOL 05 | 9780345480941
VOL 06 | 9780345483706
VOL 07 | 9780345483713
VOL 08 | 9780345485267
VOL 09 | 9780345485274
VOL 10 | 9780345485304
VOL 11 | 9780345494757
VOL 12 | 9780345495563

VOL 13 | 9780345495570
VOL 14 | 9780345495587
VOL 15 | 9780345499196
VOL 16 | 9780345501714
VOL 17 | 9780345506597
VOL 18 | 9780345506603 (1/09)
VOL 19 | 9780345506610 (4/09)
VOL 20 | 9780345510297 (6/09)

XXXHolic: ............................................13 
VOL 01 | 9780345470584
VOL 02 | 9780345471192
VOL 03 | 9780345471819
VOL 04 | 9780345477880
VOL 05 | 9780345477897
VOL 06 | 9780345477903
VOL 07 | 9780345483355
VOL 08 | 9780345483362
VOL 09 | 9780345496393
VOL 10 | 9780345496836
VOL 11 | 9780345501639
VOL 12 | 9780345505651
VOL 13 | 9780345505668 (3/09)

Y: The Last Man...............................19  
VOL 01 - Unmanned | 9781563899805 
VOL 02 - Cycles | 9781401200763
VOL 03 - One Small Step | 9781401202019
VOL 04 - Safeword | 9781401202323
VOL 05 - Ring of Truth | 9781401204877
VOL 06 - Girl on Girl | 9781401205010
VOL 07 - Paper Dolls | 9781401210090 
VOL 08 - Kimono Dragons | 9781401210106
VOL 09 - Motherland | 9781401213510
VOL 10 – Whys and Wherefores

9781401218133
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Online Resources:

Del Rey Manga’s website with an on-sale calendar, newsletters,
previews, and more: www.delreymanga.com

Random House, Inc’s Blog for everything Graphic/Manga/SciFi 
(Imagine the San Diego Comic Con, but on a website all year round): www.suvudu.com

Titan Books’ website for the latest news, new 
releases, their Comic-Con site, and more!  
www.titanbooks.com/home/us/

Vertical’s website for reviews, 
previews, and what’s new.
www.vertical-inc.com/index.html

The DC Comics website, covering news,
previews and more for all imprints of one

of the most iconic comics publishers in
the world: www.dccomics.com

Pantheon’s Graphic Novel site, 
featuring excerpts, new releases, 
and fun downloads: 

www.randomhouse.com/pantheon/graphicnovels

Cover art acknowledgements: Transmetropolitan ™ & © Warren Ellis. • The New York Four ™ & © Brian Wood and Ryan Kelly. • House of Mystery ™ & © Matthew Sturges and Bill Willingham. • Batman ™ & © DC Comics



Seek out diverse reviews. 
In order to anticipate what your users want, industry websites and blogs are an unbeatable 

source for what’s hot for which audience. Purchasing for kids? Check out Good Comics for Kids, 
a group blog devoted to news and titles for younger readers. Purchasing for manga fans? Browse
through Pop Culture Shock’s Manga Recon. Wondering what female fans are thinking? Check out
Sequential Tart, a women-authored website full of articles, commentary, and reviews from the 
female fan point of view. Want a one stop shop for all comics news, reviews, and articles? Look 

no further than Dirk Deppey’s Journalista, the daily-updated blog from the Comics Journal. 

Advertise your collection.
Many fans of the format will never realize the 

library has a graphic novel collection unless 
the format is advertised. Put up a display, 

create an annotated book list, or simply shelve
the collection in a heavily used area. Include
graphic novels in topical displays to draw in 
readers who may not be familiar with the 

diversity of the format. 

Be prepared to 
explain the collection.

Read a few graphic novels yourself, even
if you’re not a fan, including a title that’s
in a genre that appeals to you (no need to
force yourself to read a book that bores

you!) Get to know basic terms and be 
prepared with statistics to defend the
collection to administrators, peers, and

the general public. Remember that
graphic novels are alternatives to, 

not replacements for, prose!

Is it really reading? 
Reading graphic novels demands different skills than
reading prose, watching television, or playing video

games. Presentation, art style, and dialogue all inform
how easily a reader might dive into a story. Give yourself
and your readers time to piece the stories together, and

remind skeptics that vocabulary is a full grade level
higher in comics than in prose titles aimed at the 

same age audience.

A picture is worth 
a thousand words. 

We all react to images 
differently, and more

strongly, than we react to 
the same scene described in

prose. Think about other 
visual media’s rating systems,

from films to video games.
Would the title be rated 

PG-13 or R if it were a movie?
Don’t think just about appro-

priate content, but also 
appeal. Pay attention to pub-
lisher ratings, but also flip

through volumes yourself to
match the title with your 
collection and community. 

Education is the best defense. 
Know the stereotypes: all comics are for kids. 

All comics are superhero comics. Japanese
manga is full of sex and violence. Graphic novels
aren’t really reading. These distortions of what

comics are will not go away any time soon, so
prepare yourself and your staff on how to react
to these statements or questions. Prepare cheat
sheets, articles, and an FAQ so staff are able 

to reply confidently to concerns.

Check with your readers. 
If you see someone checking out a large
stack of graphic novels, let them know

you’re the person to speak to about future
purchase recommendations. Non-fans should
always have a way in to the format, but fans
of the format know the comics world inside

and out: make sure it’s easy for them to
make suggestions. 

Pay attention to circulation.
High circulation is one of the major 

justifications for adding graphic novels 
to your collection, and they do fly off the
shelves. Keep a critical eye on what circu-
lates the most and what only circulates a
few times. Circulation trends will help you

determine what is popular in your area,
but that being said, don’t let numbers rule

your selection. More obscure titles may
surprise your patrons and push them 
outside their regular reading habits 

to discover a hidden gem. 

More tips from Robin Brenner...




